[P la te s 25 a n d 26]
Mazarin College, he turned to science, and was fortunate in his teachers. Mathe matics and astronomy he learnt from La Caille, chemistry from Rouelle, geology from Guettard, and botany from de Jussieu. From their teaching not only did he gain a broad general scientific background, but he was bitten with the idea of research.
He qualified as a lawyer, but he could afford to choose his own career, and his ambition turned to science. There was a touch of Francis Bacon in his make-up, a belief that by making systematic measurements the truth would emerge. He began like Dalton as a meteorologist, and his first published paper was on an aurora (l). Throughout his life he kept careful records of daily thermometric and barometric observations, made by himself and by correspondents in different parts of the world. He was always meaning to collate them, but that was never done, and his only meteorological paper was on forecasting, in which he suggested the value of a daily weather forecast (2) . It was in meteorology that he served his apprenticeship in physical measurement, investigating the accuracy of the barometer and thermo meter, and the best construction of the portable instruments which he sent to his correspondents.
G e o l o g y
In 1763, when he was twenty, Guettard interested him in his project of a geological map of France, the first of its kind. It appealed to Lavoisier's systematic mind, and he threw himself into the scheme with characteristic energy, writing to ministers for support, and drawing up questionnaires to go to the provinces. For seven years Lavoisier was making geological tours to collect data for the survey, and his journeys gave him a cross-section of social conditions all over France that left its mark on his mind.
He travelled on horse-back with his servant carrying his barometer, thermo meter, hydrometer, and box of reagents. His observations included both mineral deposits and the thickness and characteristics of the various strata at different exposures. He measured in each case their height above sea-level with his baro meter, so that he knew the levels at which they occurred in different places. His material formed the basis of sixteen plates in the first geological map of France which was published in 1784 by Guettard's successor Monnet without proper acknowledgement of Lavoisier's work. His only substantial geological paper, on recent sedimentary rocks (3) , was not published until 1788. In it he distinguishes between littoral and pelagic banks which were formed at different distances from the land and consisted of distinct kinds of sediments and organisms. His sections gave the first outline of a correct classification of the Tertiary deposits of the Paris region. Geikie said of Lavoisier that ' if he had not given himself up to chemistry, he might have become one of the most illustrious among the founders of geology'.
P u b l i c l i g h t i n g
Throughout his life Lavoisier's interests were divided between pure science and its application to practical problems. He had a deep sense of responsibility that science should be used in the service of man, and he was always ready to turn aside from his researches to some practical task. In 1765 the Academy offered a prize for a paper on the lighting of the streets of a large city and Lavoisier decided to compete. He made an elaborate investigation, both practical and theoretical, of various methods of illumination; of the relative cost of lighting Paris with candle or oil lamps, of the advantage of various types of reflexion, of the time of burning of different kinds of oil, and of the use of dissolved resin to prevent the freezing of oil in winter. The prize was divided between three manufacturers, but Lavoisier's paper, an early and admirable piece of industrial research, was awarded a gold medal given by the King and was published by the Academy (4) .
A c a d e m i e d e s S c i e n c e s 1768 was the fateful year of Lavoisier's life. In February the great promise he had shown as an investigator was recognized by his election as a member of the Academy of Sciences. From the day he joined that august body as 'adjoint chimiste' his wide knowledge and experience, his diligence and his ability in drafting memoranda made him one of its most active members. Throughout his life a considerable portion of his time was devoted to its service, and Lavoisier was a most staunch defender of its privileges. He became a full member in 1778, director in 1785, and treasurer in 1791 until its suppression in 1793. The Govern ment was constantly remitting questions to the Academy for reports, and Lavoisier's was the guiding hand in their preparation. He wrote over fifty memoranda on subjects ranging over The Great Frost of 1776, Prison Reform, Mesmerism, WaterDivining, the Creuzot Works, and The Development of Balloons (5) .
T h e F e r m e A few days after he had joined the Academy he became a member of the Ferme, the financial corporation that leased from the Government for periods of six years the privilege of collecting the indirect taxes. The annual payments had to be made in advance, so that membership of the Ferme involved a considerable investment of capital, the return on which depended on the ability of the administration and the state of trade. For Lavoisier it was not merely an investment, as he threw himself into the task of administration with his usual energy. His practical ability and his conscientious management soon made him one of the leading members of the Corporation. Lavoisier's scientific friends shook their heads at his new venture, but said cynically 'Well, at any rate he will give us better dinners'.
The collection of customs duties, octroi, and salt tax and the sale of tobacco, involving an annual income approximating 200 million livres, required an organiza tion of nearly 30,000 officials working all over France. This was supervised by a number of committees drawn from the sixty members of the Corporation, their work involving a series of visits to the provinces. Lavoisier served on some of these, and he was specially charged with inspection of the tobacco factories and of the frontier guards to prevent smuggling. These journeys occupied a large part of his time from 1769 to 1771. M adam e L av o isier's d raw ing o f an ex p erim en t on re sp ira tio n ; Seguin is w earing a m ask, L avoisier d irectin g th e experim en t, a n d M adam e L avoisier tak in g notes.
M a r r i a g e
In 1771 Lavoisier married the daughter of Jacques Paulze, one of his colleagues in the Ferine. His wife was only fourteen years old, but she was a girl of character and intelligence and devoted her life to helping her husband (see plate 25) . She learnt languages and translated Priestley and Cavendish for him, and later she published a translation of the essays of Kirwan. She was constantly in the laboratory, and many pages of the records of his experiments are in her handwriting. She studied painting with David, and two drawings showing Lavoisier's experiments on respira tion with Seguin are by her hand (see plate 26) . She also drew and engraved all the plates for his
Traite Elementaire de Chimie. Benjamin Franklin, in thank her for his portrait, said: ' It is allowed by those who have seen it to have great merit as a picture in every respect; but what particularly endears it to me is the hand that drew it. ' We get a glimpse of her in Arthur Young's Diary in 1787 (6) . 'To Monsieur Lavoisier by appointment. Madame Lavoisier, a lively, sensible, scientific lady, had prepared a dejeune Anglois of tea and coffee, but her conversatio Kirwan's Essay on Phlogiston, which she is translating from the English, and on other subjects, which a woman of understanding, that works with her husband in his laboratory knows how to adorn, was the best repast.' Gouverneur Morris, the United States Minister in Paris, had to discuss with Lavoisier the price the Ferme should pay for Virginian tobacco and also a debt that was owing by his Government. His Diary of the French (7) gives us a picture of Lavoisier as a business man and of Madame Lavoisier as his hostess: 2 J u n e 1789: R e tu rn H om e, an d th e n call on M onsr. L avoisier. .. .T alk of a fu tu re C o n tract. T hinks it should ex ist for a P a r t of th e Supply. I agree w ith him an d a d d th a t I w ould ra th e r c o n tra c t for th e b e st Q u ality an d leave th e inferior K in d s to th e Chance of M arketts. H e asks a t w h a t Price. I tell h im t h a t w h a t I say m u st n o t draw to a n y Consequence b u t be considered m erely as C onversation. T h a t it m a y be from 32 to 33 f f . H e th in k s th is m uch too high. 8 J u n e 1789: D ine w ith Mr. de L avoisier; as I am leaving he tells m e th a t th e F a rm are determ in ed to s ta n d S u it a n d th a t he is sorry for it. M adam e ap p ears to be a n agreable W om an. She is to lerab ly handsom e, b u t from h er M anner it w ould seem th a t she th in k s h er fo rte is th e U n d e rsta n d in g ra th e r th a n th e Person.
26 J u n e 1789: R e tu rn H om e a n d ta k e a little M edicine a n d th e n go to D inner a t Mr. L avoisier's. T h ey are ju s t re tu rn e d from V ersailles a n d M adam e gives m e th e N ew s.. . .A t D inner, Mr. L avoisier, w ho seem s to be a sensible an d well inform ed M an, tells m e th a t th e usual P roduce of F ran ce is from 5 to 6 Tim es th e Seed sown.
25 Septem ber 1789: Go to th e O pera according to m y Prom ise an d arrive to w ard s th e Close of th e Piece a t th e Loge of M adam e L a v o isie r.. . . Go to th e A rsenal an d ta k e T ea w ith M adam e L avoisier en attendant le Retour de Monsieur w ho is a t th e H otel de Ville. As M adam e tells m e t h a t she has no C hildren I insist th a t she is une Parasseuse, b u t she declares it is only M is fortune. . . .M onsieur comes in a n d tells us of th e Obstination of th e B akers. T his Corps th re a te n s th e M unicipality of P a ris w ith a D iscontinuance of th e ir O ccupation unless a Confrere, ju stly confined, is released. T hus th e new A u th o rity is alread y tra m p le d on. I ta k e Mr. L avoisier a p a rt an d propose to h im to n eg o tiate w ith th e F a rm for th e D eb t of th e U n ited S tates. I offer him also a Concern. H e will I th in k accept it, th o he ra th e r objects. H e wishes to know m y T erm s. I sp eak vaguely.
Vol. 134. B.
25 J u ly 1791: Call on Mr. F ra n k lin a n d we go to g eth er to Made, de Lavoisier's to D inner.
As th e P a r ty is ra th e r H igh-F lying th e y conclude H ap h azard th a t th e R io t a t B irm ingham has been occasioned b y th e G overnm ent. T his is ridiculous enough.
7 N ovem ber 1791: Mr. F ra n k lin dines here, a n d we go to g eth er after D inner to see M ade.
L avoisier w here th e re are a N u m b er of Oens d ' E who Few men can have been more happily married than Lavoisier. His wife shared in all his activities, she helped him to fight his scientific battles, and in the dark days to come she risked everything to try and save him.
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Even before his election to the Academy Lavoisier's interests were turning from geology to chemistry. His first two chemical papers were on gypsum, its composi tion and its solubility in water (8) . Lavoisier used a hydrometer to show that the solution of gypsum was denser than water, and this led him to a systematic study of the subject of hydrometry in which he devised a new form of constant-immersion hydrometer, a small portable version of which he used to examine the densities of a large number of natural waters during his geological tour, in order to determine their content of dissolved salts. His practical mind saw the importance of water supplies to cities, and he was a strong supporter of de Parcieux's scheme for im proving the water supply of Paris, on which he read papers to the Academy in 1769.
In order to standardize his hydrometers Lavoisier studied the effect of repeated distillation on its density and also the variation of density with temperature, in which he observed the increase of density to a maximum above the freezingpoint. He was unaware that this had been discovered in Italy in the seventeenth century.
In 1768 he began to investigate the supposed conversion of water into earth which had been a matter of so much controversy since the time of Boyle. Lavoisier's method of attack is characteristic of his experimental methods (9) . He weighed a retort, introduced into it a known amount of fresh rain water, and luted on a closed receiver to act as a reflux condenser, after heating the retort to expel some of the air. The whole apparatus was then carefully weighed and the retort heated for 110 days in an oil-bath to about 80° C. A deposit of earth slowly formed in the retort, but the weight of the apparatus at the end was unchanged, showing that it had gained no fire material nor lost any water through the glass. This must have had an important influence on Lavoisier's ideas by strengthening his tacit assumption of the conservation of mass, and by showing him that in chemical changes involving exposure to heat the 'fire material' did not necessarily, as was often supposed, cause any change of weight. The solid was then collected, the water evaporated and the weight of the total dry solid residue was compared with that of the loss of weight of the empty retort during the operation. The solid weighed 20-4 grains, while the retort had lost only 17-4 grains. Lavoisier could not explain the greater weight of the solid residue (caused, as Meldrum has pointed out, by the absorption by alkali of carbon dioxide from the air), but he concluded rightly that in spite of this discrepancy the solid must have come from the glass and not from the water.
This was the most significant of Lavoisier's early papers, and it was followed early in 1772 by an investigation with Macquer and Cadet of the effect of heat on diamonds (10) . The varying resistance of gem stones to heat had excited the curiosity of experimenters for centuries, and the causes of the loss of weight of the diamond on heating had been continuously a matter for inquiry. Was it due to true volatiliza tion as Boyle thought, or to a species of combustion as Macquer's recent observations indicated, or to a decrepitation into small fragments caused by contact with cold air ? Those were the rival views which Lavoisier and his friends set out to investigate by comparing the effects of heating diamonds in open and closed vessels. Heated in an open retort to a high temperature for some hours they were found to lose weight and become discoloured. On the other hand, diamonds heated in a clay pipe filled with charcoal and closed with a lute, the pipe itself being enclosed in a nest of three crucibles with a similar lute to exclude air, lost no weight and showed only a slight superficial darkening and no loss of polish after exposure to the highest temperature available. Hence they concluded that the loss of weight depends on contact with the air and is due either to combustion or to some mechanical effect of the air in causing decrepitation. These experiments were continued later by Lavoisier using the great burning glass of Tchirnhausen, but the paper was not printed until 1776, and it is not clear at what date it was presented to the Academy (li). Lavoisier's notebook shows that these experiments were still in progress in 1773.
The experiments on diamonds and probably papers by Sage and Cigna on the burning of phosphorus gave Lavoisier an interest in combustion, and his knowledge of the work of Boyle and Hales shows that he was studying the literature. At this time Stahl's theory of phlogiston still held the field. It was generally accepted by chemists that substances are inflammable because they contain this mysterious principle, which was liberated with heat and light so long as air was there to remove it. Respiration was thought to be a similar process, the air removing phlogiston from the lungs. It was a looking-glass hypothesis, a relic of alchemy, but it had an astonishing hold on chemists' minds until Lavoisier broke it.
The critical moment for Lavoisier came on 1 0 September 1 7 7 2 (1 2 ) when, having bought an ounce of phosphorus, he found it could be burnt in glass vessels without breaking them and began to examine the absorption of air already noticed by Cigna and others during its combustion. On 20 October he sent a sealed note to the Secretary of the Academy giving the results of his experiments which showed that air is absorbed when phosphorus is burnt and that the phosphoric acid weighs more than the phosphorus (13) . On 1 November he sent another note describing his discovery that sulphur, like phosphorus, gains in weight during combustion, and that this increase of weight is due to a prodigious quantity of air which is fixed during combustion (14) . C ette decouverte, que j 'ai co n statee p a r des experiences que je regarde com m e decisives, m 'a fa it penser que ce qui s 'o b serv ait dans la com bustion d u soufre e t d u phosphore p o u v ait bien av o ir lieu a l 'egard de to u s les corps qui acq u ierent d u poids p a r la com bustion et la c a lc in a tio n ;.. . L 'experience a com pletem ent confirm^ m es conjectures; j 'ai fait la reduction 354 Sir Harold Hartley F ig u r e 1. T he page from L av o isier's n otebook, 10 Septem ber 1772, recording his exp erim en ts in b u rn in g phosphorus.
de la litharge d an s les v aisseaux ferm es, avec l 'appareil de H ales, e t j 'ai observe q u 'il se degageait, a u m o m en t d u passage de la chaux en m etal, une q u a n tite considerable d 'air, et que cet air fo rm a it u n volum e m ille fois plu s g ra n d que la q u a n tite de litharge em ployee. C ette decouv erte m e p a ra issa n t u n e des plus in teressan tes de celles qui aien t ete faites depuis Stahl, j 'ai cru devoir m 'en assurer la propriety, en fa isa n t le p resen t d epot en tre les m ains du secretaire de l 'A cadem ie, p o m dem eurer secret ju s q u 'a u m o m en t oh je p u b liera m es experiences.
It was a moment of great elation for Lavoisier. To his practical mind increase in weight meant gaining something, not losing it, as the phlogistics argued. He saw a vision of something much bigger than a theory of combustion, 'a revolution in chemistry and physics'. He saw, too, that its realization depended on a detailed investigation of the gases that were given off or absorbed in the chemical changes. It was no easy task, as Lavoisier had had comparatively little chemical experience, but he attacked it with courage on a wide front, and the next twelve months saw the most concentrated and sustained scientific work of his career. He was con fident of his objective, and that confidence kept him going through the perplexities and disappointments of twelve crowded years.
Op u s c u l e s p h y s i q u e s e t c h im iq u e s
The record of his next year's work was published in a separate volume, Opuscules physiques et chimiques, as it was too long for the Memoirs of the Academy (15) . It is described in the preface as the first of a series of investigations covering the wide field that he already had in view. It was Lavoisier's apprenticeship to the study of gases. He began with a careful study of the literature, and half the volume consists of a history of previous work. Hales, Black and Priestley are the three chemists to whom he pays special attention. Through Hales he learned the experimental methods of John Mayow, and his own apparatus, though more elaborate, is ob viously based on that of Hales. His systematic mind appears in the tables in which he assembles all the quantitative results of Hales's ingenious but almost random experiments. From Black he learned perhaps more than he said. Black's paper on the alkalis was a quantitative study after his own heart, and broadly speaking he was to do for metals and oxides just what Black had done for mild and caustic alkalis.
Having finished his survey of the literature, on 22 February 1773 he began his laboratory notebook with a remarkable forecast of the work it was to record (16): Qui m 'a p a ru fa it p o u r occasionner u n e rev o lu tio n en physique et en chim ie. J 'ai cru ne devoir ne reg ard er to u t ce qui a etc fa it a v a n t m oi que eom m e des in d ications: je m e suis propose de to u t re p e te r avec de nouvelles p recau tio n s, afin de lier ce que nous connaissons sur F air qui se fixe, ou qui se degage des corps, avec les au tres connaissances acquises e t de form er u ne theorie.
Lavoisier's own experiments, which are described in the second half of the volume, consist mainly of careful measurements of the changes in weight and volume that accompany the evolution or absorption of gas in the formation or decomposition of carbonates, the neutralization of acids, the reduction of metallic oxides, and the calcination of metals. His observations were thus concerned only with carbon dioxide and oxygen, but at that time Lavoisier had formed no definite view as to the nature of different gases. He was convinced of their fundamental importance and his aim was to bring them all into a common theory.
The experimental part of the paper begins with a repetition and testing of Black's work, using the results to establish the composition of quicklime, slaked lime and chalk. This was then extended to the carbonates and hydroxides of the alkali metals and ammonium, and to the precipitation of metallic solutions by alkalis. The amounts of gas evolved by heating metallic calces with charcoal were measured and the gas was shown to be identical with that from chalk, but owing to faulty experimental methods the gas in each case was mixed with air, which must have complicated Lavoisier's conclusions. Finally, he measured the absorption of air when metals are calcined or phosphorus burnt in bell-jars over water.
Lavoisier's most important conclusion was that in confined spaces only a limited amount of calcination takes place, the increase in weight being roughly proportional to the volume of air absorbed. Thus it followed that metals could only fix part of the air, and the same result was obtained with phosphorus. But no conclusion is hazarded as to the nature of the gas which supports combustion, and the last sentence of the paper reveals one of the difficulties that must have been puzzling Lavoisier's mind. He says:
J 'ai ete curieux, re la tiv e m e n t a des vues d o n t je ren d rai com pte dans u n a u tre tem ps, d 'observer si le m elange d 'u n tie rs de fluide elastique des effervescences corrigerait l 'air qui a v a it servi a la com bustion d u phosphore, e t lui re n d ra it la propriety d 'en treten ir les corps enflam m es. Le m elange fa it, j 'en ai rem pli u n bocal e tro it et j 'y ai in tro d u it une bougie, m ais elle s 'y e st ete in te sur-le-cham p.
The paper as a whole is such a clear exposition of a logical sequence of quantitative experiments that it is disappointing that it should end on so inconclusive a note. Luckily we have in Lavoisier's notebook the clue to his perplexities. Misled perhaps by Black's name of 'fixed air' for carbon dioxide (which he abandoned in the following year), Lavoisier thought that the gas which was 'fixed' in alkalis was identical with the gas 'fixed' by metals in their combustion to form calces. This is proved by several entries in his notebook; for example, on 1 July 1773 he wrote: 'Persuade que la combustion du phosphore absorbe l'air fixe contenu dans l'air, ou plutot le soup9onnant, j'ay pense qu'en rendant de Fair fixe a cet air, on pourrait peut-etre le rendre air commun.' He tries, of course, without success, but fails to push the matter further (17) .
A comparison of the notebook with the paper is interesting in another way. The experiments seem to have been made without any planned sequence, but in the paper the results are marshalled in perfect order, showing the systematic grasp Lavoisier already had of the whole field, his doubts only being recorded in the last sentences. It was a remarkable pioneer achievement in experimental technique, but progress had to wait until Lavoisier knew the relationship between carbon dioxide and oxygen. He had still much to learn, despite his brilliant intuition.
C a l c i n a t i o n o f m e t a l s
Lavoisier was unshaken in his belief that increase in weight meant chemical combination, and immediately the Opuscules was published he began experi ments on the calcination of tin and lead in sealed vessels. Boyle had done similar experiments but had only re weighed the vessels after opening them, when he found an increase in weight which he explained by the passage of fire material through the glass (18) . Lavoisier saw the opportunity for a crucial experiment by weighing the vessels both before and after they were opened. A summary of his results was deposited with the Academy on 24 April 1774, but was not read until the public session on 14 November (19) , following Lavoisier's usual plan of keeping a tit-bit for that occasion. Without giving any numerical details Lavoisier said that in sealed vessels the calcination of lead and tin ceased after an hour's heating, the amount of calx formed being greater in larger vessels. In every case the weight of the vessel was unaltered if it was weighed before it was opened. When the seal was broken, air was heard to rush in, and the weight of the vessel was then greater, the increase being 'exactly proportional to its capacity'. Hence it was clear that the increase in weight was due not to the passage of fire-stuff through the glass but to something the metal had 'borrowed' from the air in the vessel which had con verted it into a calx.
Lavoisier ended with a significant sentence about the nature of the air that remained after metal had been calcined in i t :
Cet air ainsi depouille de sa p a rtie fixable (je pourrois presque dire de la p a rtie acide q u 'il co n ten o it); cet air, dis-je, e st en quelque fayon decom pose; e t il m 'a p a ru resu lter de cette experience im m oyen d 'an aly ser le fluide qui co n stitu e n o tre atm o sp h ere; e t d 'exam iner les principes qui le co n stitu e n t. Q uoique je ne sois p as arriv e a cet eg ard & des re su lta ts e n title m en t satisfaisans, je crois cep en d an t etre en e ta t d 'assurer que l 'air aussi p u r q u 'on puisse le supposer, depouille de to u te h u m id ite e t de to u te su b stance etran g ere 4 son existence e t a sa com position, loin d 'e tre u n e tre sim ple, u n elem ent, com m e on le pense com m unem ent, doit e tre range a u co n traire to u t au m oins d ans la classe des m ixtes, et p eu t-e tre m em e dans celle des com poses.
Lavoisier found that his experiments were not as new as he had thought, and he added a note saying that Beccaria had made the same observations on tin fifteen years earlier, and that Priestley had pointed out the limited extent of calcination in sealed vessels. But the ultimate value of an observation lies in the deduction from it, and here Lavoisier alone saw the truth.
A full account of these experiments was not given until 1777, when Lavoisier had to admit that owing to their difficulty only two with tin were completely successful and none with lead (20) . However, the numerical results of the two successful experiments showed the care and skill with which they had been carried out, and justified the conclusion that the weight of the sealed vessels was unaltered, within the errors of experiment, after calcination had occurred. By then Lavoisier had further evidence about the nature of air, which he describes as a mixture of a salubrious portion which combines with metals during calcination, leaving 'une espece de mofette' which will not support life or combustion, and is itself 'fort compose'. From his results he suspected that the former is the denser of the two, air being intermediate. His experiments were, in fact, sufficiently accurate to justify this conclusion.
These experiments on the calcination of tin must have strengthened Lavoisier's confidence in the correctness of his theory, and from March 1774 onwards his note book shows that he was widening his front of attack, for combustion was only one aspect of the revolution he had in mind(2i). This year saw the beginnings of work on a number of problems whose solution eluded him for the moment, as the back ground of his knowledge was as yet insufficient. In each there was a quantitative approach to determine both the composition of substances and the nature of the chemical changes that they undergo.
He begins by burning inflammable air (hydrogen) which ought on his theory to increase in weight, and he was puzzled to find a loss owing to the escape of water vapour. This was a problem that continued to perplex him for nine years.
Next came a study of the formation of nitrous ether, also abortive, then an attempt to determine the composition of nitre by exploding a mixture of it with charcoal, and analyzing the gaseous products. Knowing the percentage of caustic alkali in the nitre he tried to calculate its composition, but he did not know how much the charcoal contributed to the weight of fixed air.
In October he is repeating a number of Priestley's experiments on various gases, including his production of an acid by passing electric sparks in air. But it was characteristic of Lavoisier's lack of qualitative intuition that in spite of his interest in acids he does not follow up this clue, and the explanation had to wait for Cavendish ten years later.
Next come some revealing thoughts on 'vegetable analysis' and plans for future work, the birth of organic analysis. N ous ignorons: 1° Quelle est la q u alite de c e tte im m ense q u a n tite d 'air qui se degage p e n d a n t la d is tilla tio n : il y a p ro b ab lem en t de l 'a ir fixe e t de Fair in flam m ab le; 2° ce que c'est que l'h u ille : il p a ra it que p a r la com bustion on p e u t la reduire en air e t en e a u ; m ais nous ne savons rien a u de-la. D eterm in er les p ro p o rtio n s des deux en b ru la n t une lam pe en u n vase clos. 3° Ce que c'est que le charbon. N ous savons bien q u 'en b ru la n t il co n v ertit Fair evidemm e n t en a ir fix e : m ais nous ne savons p as s 'il donne lui-m em e de Fair fixe.
Lavoisier is still not quite free from the incubus of phlogiston, and he suggests burning charcoal in a sealed vessel to see if any phlogiston escapes through the glass during combustion with a corresponding loss of weight. P r i e s t l e y a n d o x y g e n Lavoisier's notebooks show that in 1774 his mind was roving over a wide range of problems of great significance but too complex to be solved with his present knowledge. He was still puzzled about the relation of fixed air to the air absorbed in calcination, and had tried to find a calx which could be reduced and give up this air in the absence of charcoal. It seems clear that Priestley gave him the clue he needed when he was in Paris in 1774. On 1 October he told Lavoisier that by heating the calx of mercury he had got a gas in which a candle burnt particularly brightly. It was not until the following 1 March that Priestley realized the re markable properties of this gas and thus discovered oxygen. Lavoisier got some calx of mercury from Cadet, and after some preliminary experiments in November three months elapsed until he completed them in three days' work with Trudaine at Montigny. He described the results at the public session of the Academy in April 1775 in a paper on 'The nature of the principle that combines with metals during their calcination and augments their weight' (22) .
His main interest was to compare the fixed air he got by heating the calx of mercury with charcoal with the gas he got by heating it alone, which to his surprise was quite different and 'more respirable, more combustible and consequently purer than ordinary air'. His difficulty about the relation of these two gases was therefore solved. But qualitative experiments were never Lavoisier's strong suit, and in this paper for once he is inconsistent. Perhaps it was written hurriedly for the public session. At one point he describes the 'principle' absorbed in calcination as 'neither one of the constituents of the air, nor a particular acid existing in it, but the air itself without alteration or decomposition'. And he has the curious idea that the air can be purified whenever it is absorbed in a calx and then set free again. In another part of the paper he says that the 'principle' is the purest part of the air. Lavoisier is rarely guilty of such inconsistency, but in this paper he clearly failed to realize the full significance of the facts he had observed.
The paper was published in Rozier's Journal and soon drew a criticism from Priestley(23), whose observations were much more accurate:
H av in g m en tio n ed th e p a p e r of Mr L av o isier's , . . . I w ould observe, th a t it ap pears b y it, th a t, a fte r I left P aris, w here I p ro cu red th e mercurius calcinatus abovem entioned, a n d h a d spoken of th e experim ents t h a t I h a d m ade, a n d th a t I in ten d ed to m ake w ith it, he began his experim en ts u p o n th e sam e su b stan ce, a n d p resen tly found w h a t I h av e called dephlogisticated air, b u t w ith o u t in v estig atin g th e n a tu re of it, a n d indeed, w ith o u t being fully apprised of th e degree of its p u r i t y .. . . H e therefo re inferred, as I h av e said th a t I m yself h a d once done, th a t th is su b stan ce h ad , d u rin g th e process of calcination, im bibed atm ospherical air, n o t in p a rt, b u t in w h o le .. . . As a concurrence of unforeseen an d undesigned circum stances h as favoured m e in th is in q u iry , a like h a p p y concurrence m a y fav o u r M r L avoisier in a n o th e r; a n d as, in th is case, tr u t h h as been th e m eans of leading him in to error, error m ay, in its tu rn , lead him in to tr u th .
It is curious that Lavoisier failed to see at once that the experiments with the calx of mercury gave the support he needed for his theory, and that he was so slow to complete them. From May until September 1775 his laboratory notebook is a blank. The reason for all this was a new preoccupation in his mind. Turgot, a friend of Lavoisier, had just been made Controller-General, the one man who might perhaps have saved France from a Revolution, if vested interests had not been too strong. Lavoisier was in touch with every side of the administra tion, and his critical eye had noted the inefficiency of the national production of gunpowder which was made under contract by a financial company. Lavoisier saw that their methods of collecting nitre and of making gunpowder were costly and wasteful, and that production was insufficient. He remembered, too, that the prohibitive cost to France of imported powder during the Seven Years' War was one cause that had led to the peace of 1763. He succeeded in persuading Turgot that it would not only pay the government to cancel the existing contracts with compensation and take over the manufacture itself, but that it was essential for the national safety. This was done by a decree in March 1775, and Lavoisier and three of the former officials were put in charge of the powder factories.
Lavoisier at once concentrated all his energies on the new task. He moved to the Arsenal, where he lived and had his laboratory until 1792. He then began a thorough investigation into the methods of making and collecting nitre, nitrification being the only source of saltpetre apart from some deposits which he spent three months in surveying. His laboratory notebooks for 1775 and 1776 are full of records of various investigations into the manufacture of nitre and gunpowder.
In 1777 he drew up comprehensive instructions for the construction and operation of nitrification plants embodying many improvements, which represented a fine piece of chemical engineering (24) . With his usual eye to finance he calculated that the plants should yield a net revenue of 15 % on the capital. Great care was taken to select suitable staff, who had to pass an examination in chemistry, mathematics and the construction of powder mills.
The results were even better than Lavoisier had predicted. In three years the improvement of the powder had increased the range of French weapons by 60 %. Production increased steadily, and by 1788 there was a reserve of five million pounds in the magazines, and the economies had amounted to 20 million livres.
However, the effect of Lavoisier's work did not end with the Napoleonic wars. He had interested young Irenee Du Pont, the son of the physiocrat, in chemistry, and later he became Lavoisier's assistant at the Arsenal. Irenee and his father were constitutionalists, and in 1792 they were fighting beside the Swiss Guard at the Tuileries. Saved by a miracle, they emigrated later to America. There on the banks of the Brandywine River at Wilmington, Irenee Du Pont built another powder factory destined twice to become a great arsenal of the Allied Nations.
T h e d i s c o v e e i e s o p 1776 a n d 1777 In September 1775 experiments in the laboratory were resumed, though most of the work in the autumn was concerned with the manufacture of nitre. But gradually Lavoisier began to take up his scientific work again. He dissolves mercury in nitric acid, evaporating the solution to dryness and measuring the gases evolved when the mercuric nitrate is heated. This he uses as a method of analyzing nitric acid, as the experiment ends with the same weight of mercury as at the start. From the proportions of nitrous gas and pure air he calculates the percentage composition of nitric acid, assuming the other component to be water. The results were read to the Academy in 1776 in a paper 'On the existence of air in nitric acid' (25) , which he takes as an illustration of his general thesis that ' non-seulement
He shows how he gets a mixture of nitrous air and pure air from nitric acid, and how by recombining them he gets nitric acid back again. He always tried to verify his conclusions both by analysis and synthesis.
In this paper he twice pays a tribute to Priestley as the original discoverer of many of the facts he describes: 'comme les memes faits nous ont conduits a des consequences diametralement opposees, j 'espere que, si on me reproche d'avoir emprunte des preuves des ouvrages de ce celebre physicien, on ne me contestera pas au moins la propriety des consequences'.
This was the only paper he published in 1776, but it was a very busy year in the laboratory. Many of Priestley's experiments were repeated. Work was in progress on the analysis of air by the calcination of mercury, on the composition of various acids, on respiration, on the burning of a candle, on the latent heat of vaporization, and on the heat produced in the neutralization of acids.
Lavoisier is now quite clear about the nature of the air and of combustion, and for the first time he openly challenges the theory of phlogiston. During 1777 the evidence he had accumulated in support of his theory was presented to the Academy in nine papers, one of which was not read until 1779, and none was printed until 1780. Air, he says, is a mixture, four-fifths being an inert gas ' mofette ' which takes no part in respiration or combustion, and one-fifth a gas 'eminently respirable', a constituent of all acids, which he therefore named oxygen. The compositions of carbonic acid, nitric acid, phosphoric acid, sulphuric and sulphurous acids had been determined. Respiration and the burning of a candle both convert oxygen into carbonic acid or ' acide crayeux aeriforme', the name Lavoisier has substituted for fixed air. Slow combustion in the lungs is suggested as the source of animal heat. Finally, the existence of the three states of matter is shown to depend on their heat content, and the heat of combustion is explained by the heat given out by gaseous oxygen in its change of state and combination.
Supported by this evidence Lavoisier attacks the theory of phlogiston, and shows that his own explanation is much simpler, involving no unwarranted assumptions such as the presence of an immense quantity of fire material in solids like the diamond, or that substances gain in weight while losing part of their contents.
It was a year of great achievement; the problem of combustion was solved, but Lavoisier's theory gained no adherents. It was incomplete, and there were many other simple reactions he could not explain. He was still puzzled by inflammable air, and he had not tried to discover the nature of the inert constituent of the atmosphere.
L a v o i s i e r 's e x p e r i m e n t a l f a r m
The clue to both problems was to come eventually from Cavendish, and Lavoisier's notebooks of 1778-82 contain no records of new and important dis coveries. His hands must have been full enough with the Arsenal, the collection of taxes and the business of the Academy. To these he now added a fresh activityan experimental farm. On his many journeys through France Lavoisier, like Arthur Young, had seen the poor state of French agriculture and the hard lot of the peasants. The staple crop was wheat grown three years out of four, and the head of livestock was too small to yield the manure required for good cultivation. Lavoisier saw the advantages of the British system of mixed farming, with its larger capital investment, more livestock, and wheat grown only one year in four.
So in 1778 he started an experimental farm at Frechines near Blois, in a district where the standard of farming was low, in order to investigate and demonstrate the possibilities of improvement. Lavoisier always took the big view, and his aim now was to increase the wealth of France and to ease the life of the peasants.
• The experiments were carried out as far as possible with the same strict control as if they had been made in the laboratory. He kept records at Paris of every field, its size, soil, crop and yield, with an annual debit and credit account.
His main objective was to increase the amount of fodder crops and raise the number and quality of his livestock. He had some disappointments at the startlucerne failed and clover did badly in dry years, but sainfoin was a success. He introduced ley farming on the fallows, catch crops and root crops, and gradually increased his livestock. The folding of sheep was another successful innovation. No point was too small for Lavoisier, and one of his papers describes in great detail a simple way of making hurdles.
After nine years' development the farm was in much better shape, but Lavoisier was disappointed at the slowness of progress, and he saw no prospect of getting a 5% return on his i n v e s t m e n t (26) . This and the shortness of the leases explained why French farming suffered so badly from a lack of capital. However, that was not the end, as by 1793 his wheat crop had doubled, his stock had multiplied five times, and his neighbours were copying his improved methods of farming.
When Calonne appointed a Consultative Committee on Agriculture in 1785, Lavoisier was its secretary and drafted its reports. Among its schemes were projects for experimental farms, a museum of agricultural implements, and a school of textiles made from home-grown materials, which was actually started in Paris. Among Lavoisier's friends were the leading physiocrats, including Du Pont de Nemours and Malesherbes. While he sympathized with their views on freedom of trade, and regarded agriculture as the primary source of national wealth, he recognized that industry, too, had its place in the national economy. One of his memoranda dealt with the bad effects of restrictive regulations on agriculture. Another, dealing with the many relics of feudalism which handicapped the French farmer, reads like pages from Arthur Young's Diary. A third, 'Instructions to the Provincial Assemblies for improving agriculture', recommends many of the new practices Lavoisier had tried himself at Frechines. In the end, however, little was done owing to the lack of interest of the ministers.
Lavoisier's immense output of work in so many fields during this period was only made possible by his quickness of mind and memory, his power of concentra tion on the matter in hand-and his methodical habits. While he was living at the Arsenal six hours a day were given to science, in the early morning from 6 o'clock to 9 and from 7 o'clock to 10 after dinner. The rest of the day was spent in dealing with the business of the Ferme or the powder factories, in the meetings of the Academy or of the many Commissions of which Lavoisier was a member. Sunday was the happiest day of the week, as he spent the whole of it in his laboratory, which soon became a rendezvous for intellectual society in Paris. Scientists, ministers, economists and distinguished visitors from abroad went there to see Lavoisier's latest experiment and to join in the discussion of its significance. This was the usual preliminary to one of his papers at the Academy. The younger men interested in science were equally welcome with their seniors, and they often helped Lavoisier with his experiments. The memories of those brilliant gatherings -in his laboratory, which played no unimportant part in scientific history, remained fresh in the minds of those who shared in them.
T h e r m o c h e m i s t r y
One of Lavoisier's great services to chemistry was to disentangle the chemical and physical aspects of chemical change. The phlogiston theory had been re sponsible for much loose thinking, since it assumed that this mythical principle could modify both the chemical and the physical properties of matter. Lavoisier concentrated first on the alterations in weight accompanying chemical change, particularly combustion. His belief in the conservation of matter was strengthened by his experiments in sealed vessels which showed no evidence of changes in weight due to the gain or loss of fire material. This was confirmed by unpublished experi ments which proved that the weight of sealed tubes of water remained unchanged when they were frozen. The distinction between chemical and physical changes simplified his task greatly, and by 1777 his evidence on the gravimetric side was sufficient to enable him to give a satisfactory explanation of the nature of air and its role in the chemical changes involved in combustion and respiration.
Lavoisier was now striving to give a similar picture of the physical changes accompanying chemical action. He recognized the dependence of the three states of matter on their heat content, and he explained the heat of combustion by the change in the heat content of the oxygen concerned. He had no idea of the con ception of energy, and he did not connect the evolution of heat with the affinities of the elements for each other. The difference in the heat of neutralization of caustic and mild alkalis (hydroxides and carbonates) he explained by the absorption of heat in the liberation of carbon dioxide as a gas.
Lavoisier had always been interested in thermometry and heat changes since the start of his scientific work. In 1772, when Desmarest told the Academy of Black's work on latent heat, Lavoisier described an experiment made the preceding year in which he had discovered independently the same phenomenon, finding to his surprise that on mixing water and crushed ice the temperature of the water re mained at zero until all the ice was melted (27) . In 1773, when studying the crystal lization of sodium sulphate by cooling solutions, he observed the temperature arrest which occurred when crystallization began and lasted until it had finished. This he explained correctly by the heat of crystallization of the salt (28) .
In his physical work he had the advantage of partnership with Laplace, who worked in his laboratory at intervals from 1777 to 1785. In 1777 they were measuring the vapour pressure of liquids, and determining latent and specific heats by the method of mixtures. Black's unpublished work was known to them, and de Luc and Crawford were working in the same field. In 1782, finding the method of mixtures unsatisfactory for measuring heats of reactions, they invented a new method, the ice calorimeter, in which the amount of heat given out is measured by the amount of ice melted (plate 26). The calorimeter consisted of two concentric vessels each containing crushed ice, the purpose of the outer vessel being to insulate the inner one against any gain or loss of heat from outside. There was a space in the inner vessel to hold the substance or reaction under examination, the amount of heat enclosed being measured by the amount of water that ran down from the ice as it melted. It was a beautifully simple and accurate apparatus which they used to measure specific heats, including the specific heats of gases by a flow method, heats of reaction, heats of combustion of phosphorus, carbon, ether and oil, and the heats of detonation of nitre mixed with charcoal or sulphur.
Thermochemistry dates from Lavoisier and Laplace's great paper 'Sur la Chaleur' of 17 83 (29) , and one of their generalizations is a partial anticipation of Le Chatelier's Theorem which came a century later: 'Dans les changements causes par la chaleur a l'etat d'un systeme de corps, il y a toujours absorption de chaleur; en sorte que l'etat qui succede immediatement a un autre, par une addition suffisante de chaleur, absorbe cette chaleur sans que le degre de temperature du systeme augmente. ' More measurements were made in the following winter, including the heats of combustion of hydrogen and of wax, which Lavoisier showed was nearly equal to the sum of the heats of combustion of the hydrogen and carbon it contained.
The ice calorimeter thus gave Lavoisier precise data for the heat changes in volved in the chemical reactions in which he had already determined the weight changes involved. He now had a complete picture of these two different aspects which enabled him to show how unnecessary it was to assume the existence of phlogiston, as everything could be explained much more simply without its aid.
In 1777 Lavoisier had explained the source of animal heat as being the heat evolved when carbonic acid {air crayeux) is produced of the air during respiration. This was an entirely new point of view, as Haller had accepted Stahl's explanation that the heat of the body was due to the friction of the blood in the arteries, though he was baffled by the constancy of body temperature. The ice calorimeter gave the opportunity to verify this speculation by measuring the heat given out by a guinea-pig and comparing it with the heat evolved in the formation of the volume of carbonic acid which an animal of similar weight expired during the same period.
First the amount of carbonic acid expired by guinea-pigs in a period of ten hours was measured by absorbing it in potash bulbs. From the mean of their experiments Lavoisier and Laplace calculated that the combustion of the corresponding amount of carbon would have melted 10-38 oz. of ice. A guinea-pig was then kept in a calorimeter for the same period and the heat given out by it melted 13 oz. of ice. Part of the excess, they said, might have been due to the cooling of its extremitiesit might well have had cold feet! From the results they concluded: ' la conservation de la chaleur (animale) est due, au moins en grande partie, a la chaleur que produit la combinaison de Fair pur respire par les animaux avec la base de Fair fixe que le sang lui fournit'. The maintenance of a constant body temperature under different climatic conditions they ascribed to differences in the rate of evaporation of moisture rather than to differences in the amount of carbonic acid formed during respiration.
This was one of Lavoisier's most brilliant papers, remarkable for the beauty of the experimental technique, for the directness of attack, and for its verification of his theory of animal heat, which gave a new significance to metabolism. No doubt the paper owed much to Laplace, who was the first convert to Lavoisier's theories. The full significance of their eight years of partnership has not had the attention it deserves.
T h e n a t u r e a n d c o m p o s i t i o n o f w a t e r His notebooks show repeatedly how puzzled Lavoisier still was as to the nature of the inflammable air he got in various ways, by the solution of metals in acids, or the distillation of vegetable substances. In 1774 he had tried and failed to ascertain the increase in weight when inflammable air was burnt. He expected inflammable air to give an acid on combustion but could find none. Since the in flammable air came from sulphuric acid and metals Lavoisier thought it should give sulphuric acid. Bucquet thought it should give fixed air. Experiments in 1774 and 1777 showed that neither acid was produced. He returned to the problem again in 1781 and 1782, when he and Gingembre burnt a jet of oxygen in inflam mable air and found neither carbon dioxide nor any acidity, which still surprised Lavoisier ' que l'analogie m'avait porte invinciblement a conclure que la combustion de Fair inflammable devait egalement produire un acide'. Hence in 1782 he had no idea that water was the product.
Meanwhile other chemists were busy with the same problem, and Cavendish had found that when a mixture of inflammable air and common air is exploded in a closed vessel water is formed without any change in weight. When Blagden, the Secretary of the Royal Society, was in Paris, he told Lavoisier of Cavendish's experiments. On 23 June 1783, Lavoisier took two gas holders containing in flammable air and oxygen and joined them up to a jet at which the mixture could be burnt for a considerable time in a bell-jar over mercury. The first experiment was made by Lavoisier and Laplace in the presence of Blagden and a number of other scientists. A considerable quantity of pure water collected on the surface of the mercury, and although it was not possible to establish directly that the weight of the water found was equal to that of the two gases Lavoisier had no doubt of it. He wrote ' comme il n'est pas moins vrai en physique qu'en geometrie que le tout est egal a ses parties, de ce que nous n'avions obtenu que de l'eau pure dans cette experience, sans aucun autre residu, nous nous sommes crus droit d'en conclure que le poids de cette eau etoit egal a celui des deux airs qui avoient servi a la former' (30) .
The next day the experiment was described to the Academy. 'Nous ne balanyames pas a en conclure que l'eau n'est point une substance simple, et qu'elle est composee poids pour poids d'air inflammable et d'air vital. ' Lavoisier then heard that Monge had made similar experiments. Having determined the com bining volumes of the two gases he had found that the weight of the water was almost equal to that of the two gases, the specific gravities of which he had determined.
Lavoisier must have seen in a flash the wide significance of this new view of the nature of water, which gave him the clue to so many of his unsolved problems. It explained the source of the water he got in organic combustions, and he saw the possibility of using them to determine the composition of organic bodies.
Additional evidence was obtained by studying the decomposition of water by long standing over cold iron, and by passing steam over hot iron or charcoal, as well as from experiments on its formation by passing inflammable air over heated metallic calces, thus extending some observations made by Priestley.
Lavoisier was naturally anxious to know the percentage composition of water, as it would enter into so many of his calculations. In his first paper to the Academy he gives the following figures based on experiments made with Meusnier to determine the combining volumes of the two gases and their densities: Lavoisier at this stage has a preference, like Boyle, for the word 'principle' rather than 'element'. The name of hydrogen was not adopted until the whole nomenclature was revised four years later.
There are numerous references to a new apparatus that was constructed to prove that the weight of water was equal to that of the gases from which it was formed, and to determine its composition. Arthur Young saw it in Lavoisier's laboratory in 1787. 'In the apparatus for aerial experiments', he writes in his Diary (31) ' nothing makes so great a figure as the machine for burning inflammable and vital air, to make or deposit water; it is a splendid machine. Three vessels are held in suspension with indexes for marking the immediate variations of their weights; two that are as large as half hogsheads contain the one inflammable, the other the vital air, and a tube of communication passes to the third, where the two airs unite and burn; . . . .If accurate (of which I confess I have little conception) it is a noble machine. ' It has been questioned whether Lavoisier ever used this apparatus successfully, as the results were never published by him. The experimental details, however, are given in the Traite. Hydrogen was burnt at a fine jet in a glass globe containing oxygen, both gases having been dried by passing over potash (Lavoisier says that calcium nitrate or chloride would have been better). The increase in weight of the globe together with measurements of the volumes of the gases consumed, and a knowledge of their densities, gave Lavoisier the data he needed. Details of one experiment were published in an unsigned article in the Journal 32), an ephemeral scientific journal in which Lavoisier was interested. The weight of water found was within 1 % of that of the two gases, and its composition is given as 85 % oxygen and 15 % hydrogen, which are the figures Lavoisier used subsequently in all his calculations. The hydrogen content was too high owing to errors in the determination of its density.
It was a very difficult experiment and a great test of Lavoisier's skill. The final solution had to wait until Morley's classical investigations just a century later.
Lavoisier lost no time in exploiting this new view of the composition of water. He saw that it explained the formation of water in organic combustions, and he was now able to use them to determine the composition of organic bodies. He deter mined the heat of combustion of hydrogen and saw that the oxidation of hydrogen as well as carbon in the body would account for more oxygen being consumed in respiration than the expired carbonic acid could account for. This would also explain why the amount of heat produced by an animal was greater than that calculated from its output of carbonic acid.
T h e n e w c h e m i s t r y a n d t h e r e f o r m o f n o m e n c l a t u r e The recognition of hydrogen as an element was a great advance. It explained many of Lavoisier's perplexities, and shortly afterwards Cavendish discovered that the inert part of the atmosphere, Lavoisier's 'mofette gave nitric acid when sparked with oxygen, and Berthollet found that ammonia is a compound of 'mofette' with hydrogen.
The way was now clear. With the recognition of the elements oxygen, hydrogen, nitrogen (or azote as the French chemists called it), carbon, sulphur, phosphorus and the metals, Lavoisier could explain quite simply the composition of chemical compounds, their reactions and their quantitative relations. There were no longer obscurities to serve as a stronghold for phlogiston. Laplace and some of the younger physicists were already on his side. Of the chemists, Berthollet announced Vol. 1 34. B.
his
chemists in 1786 led to their publication jointly of a new method of chemical nomenclature based on Lavoisier's t h e o r y (33) . In the introduction Lavoisier acknowledges his debt to Condillac, the disciple of John Locke. From Condillac's Logic he had learnt the value of clarity of expression, of language as an instrument of analysis, of words as the symbols in the algebra of thought.
Till then phlogiston had been the only common basis. Names had had little reference to the nature or relationships of the substances that bore them, and many were relics of alchemy. Lavoisier's work had made a system possible, in which the names of elements like hydrogen and oxygen told something about them, and the names of compounds like sulphates and sulphites indicated their composition. The system devised by the four chemists, with few exceptions, is the one we use to-day, and its adoption helped greatly towards the general acceptance of the new theory.
T r AITE ELEMENT AIRE
The nomenclature having been agreed upon, Lavoisier was drawn irresistibly, as he tells us, to use it to give a logical account of his new theory. His de chimie(M) was finished early in 1789. Its publication marks the birth of modern chemistry, and it threw a new fight on all the related sciences. It was no ordinary textbook, as the first person singular appears on every page. It was in fact an autobiography of Lavoisier's work since 1772. The discoveries of seventeen years were compressed into a few pages, and the experimental basis of the new chemistry presented in such a clear compelling fashion that it won immediate acceptance. It was chemistry as Lavoisier saw it without any history or even a mention of phlogiston.
The first part outlines Lavoisier's theory of chemistry and gives the results of the crucial experiments on which it was based. 'C'est elle seule qui contient l'ensemble de la doctrine que j 'ai adoptee; c'est a elle seule que j'ai cherche a donner la forme veritablement elementaire. ' After giving his views on the nature of heat, he describes the experiments which established the composition and chemical nature of the atmosphere, water and a number of acids, gradually building up his picture on experimental results. He then sets out his views on organic chemistry, his experiments on fermentation, and his work on the analysis of organic compounds by combustion.
Oxygen is the central element, a constituent, Lavoisier thought, of all acids and all bases. Hence he predicted rightly the existence of the alkali metals isolated twenty years later by Davy. But his assumption of the presence of oxygen in all acids was less happy, and here again Davy established the facts.
The Traite was the forerunner of the textbooks of the nineteenth century, and some of Lavoisier's views, the dualistic nature of salts and the conception of
Car rien ne se cree, n i dans les o perations de l 'a rt, ni dans celles de la n a tu re , e t l'on p e u t poser en principe que d an s to u te o peration, il y a u ne egale q u a n tite de m atiere a v a n t e t apres l'o p e ra tio n ; que la qu alite e t la q u a n tite des principes est la m em e, e t q u 'il n 'y a que des changem ens, des m o difications. . .je pu is considerer les m atieres mises a ferm enter e t le re su lta t o b te n u ap res la ferm e n ta tio n , com m e une eq u atio n algebrique. The first time that Lavoisier actually used the familiar form of the chemical equation was in the chapter on alcoholic fermentation when he wrote:
Le m o u t de raisin = acide carbonique + alkool.
The second part of the Traite contains lists of salts wit their preparation from each acid. It is a useful summary containing nothing ' qui me soit propre'.
The first part gave few experimental details: ' J 'ai reconnu. . . que des descrip tions minutieuses.. . figuroient mal dans un ouvrage de raisonnement; qu'elles interrompoient la marche des idees, et qu'elles rendoient la lecture de l'ouvrage fastidieuse et difficile.' In the third part Lavoisier gives a full account of the con struction of the apparatus and the experimental methods which he had gradually developed. It is of intense interest in revealing the care and skill he devoted to his experiments, most of which were made with his own hands. Its value is enhanced by many illustrations drawn and engraved with loving care by Madame Lavoisier who had so often seen the apparatus in use in the laboratory. The book has the same individual quality as Faraday's Chemical Manipulation. It begins with an appeal for the use of the decimal system and ends with the prototype of future tables of physico-chemical constants.
The publication of the Traite marks the end of the phlogistic period and the beginning of modern chemistry. The clear logic of its presentation won immediately almost general acceptance. It was translated into several languages and became the accepted method of teaching. It had been a long fight, but in the end Lavoisier won an almost bloodless victory. In 1791 he wrote to Chaptal: ' Toute la jeunesse adopte la nouvelle theorie et j 'en conclus que la revolution est faite en chimie.' Even Kirwan in 1792 wrote to Berthollet: 'Enfin, je mets bas les armes et j'abandonne la phlogistique.' R e s p i r a t i o n a n d m e t a b o l i s m After the publication of the Traite Lavoisier's interests turned to organic and physiological chemistry. Almost his last scientific work was on respiration and metabolism. In 1785, in a brilliant lecture to the Society of Medicine, he described experiments on birds and guinea-pigs, showing that they could live for long periods in pure oxygen and that, to his astonishment, the rate of production of carbon dioxide was practically unaltered (35) . He found later that they could live equally well in an atmosphere in which hydrogen was substituted for the nitrogen of the air. He saw that water was formed as well as carbon dioxide in the process of metabolism, thus accounting for what is now called the 'respiratory quotient', and he was able to calculate the amount of water produced. The heat evolved in its formation explained why his measurements with Laplace had shown that an animal gave out more heat than could be accounted for by the heat of formation of the carbon dioxide it expired.
From his observations on the distress of animals breathing in confined spaces as the concentration of oxygen diminished and that of carbon dioxide increased, Lavoisier's practical mind travelled to the state of the atmosphere in crowded rooms. He measured its composition in hospital wards and in the Comedie Franyaise. Finding a deficit of oxygen and an increase of 2 or 3 % of carbon dioxide, he urged the need for better ventilation. He calculated the rate at which the atmosphere deteriorated, producing that 'impatience machinale' in an audience which was such a sad handicap to the last speaker at a meeting of the Academy.
Finally, he saw the danger that emanations from the lungs might spread disease in crowded places, and he urged the need for knowledge of the ways in which infection spreads in order to protect the health of people in large towns. The lecture was a brilliant forecast of the problems of ventilation.
Experiments on a human being were the culmination of Lavoisier's work on respiration and the subject of his last two communications at public sessions of the Academy in 1789 and 1790 (36) . Seguin, his co-author, was the experimental subject. Measurements were made of his consumption of oxygen, his output of carbon dioxide, his rate of respiration and his pulse rate under different conditions. We know from sketches made by Madame Lavoisier the general experimental arrangement (plate 26). The results revealed the main factors regulating metabolism: the tem perature of the environment, the output of work, and the digestion of food. Lowering the room temperature from 80 to 61° F raised the absorption of oxygen by a man at rest by 11%, the digestion of food raised it by 50 %, doing work at the rate of 37,000 ft.lb. an hour raised it by 160%, and the digestion of food simultaneously with work at the rate of 39,000 ft.lb. an hour raised it by 280 %. Lavoisier showed also that the increase in the pulse rate was proportional to the amount of work done, and that the amount of oxygen absorbed was proportional to the product of the pulse rate and the number of inhalations.
He saw at once the secret of the constancy of the body temperature under varying conditions of climate and occupation that had so long remained a mystery. It is regulated automatically by three balancing factors-respiration which produces heat by oxidation of carbon and hydrogen, transpiration which increases and diminishes as needed to remove any excess of heat by evaporation of water from the skin, and digestion which replaces the matter lost in the first two processes. The directness of the attack, the swift recognition of the wide implications of the results, are characteristic of Lavoisier at his best.
Finally, he discusses their bearing on the state of the body in health or disease. Fevers he thought were nature's method of restoring any disturbance of the equilibrium. The art of the doctor, he said, often consists in letting nature deal with herself, helped by suitable diet and purgatives. Contaminated atmospheres were, he thought, the cause of endemic disease and hospital and prison fevers. The best remedies were open air, freer breathing and a change of environment.
He left open the question as to whether oxidation actually took place in the lungs or in the course of circulation. Investigations already in hand on digestion and transpiration would throw further light on this.
The first paper with Seguin on transpiration (37) described an attempt to get a complete balance of the respiratory processes and ascertain the amounts of water lost through the skin and through the lungs. During the experiment Seguin was enclosed in a rubber bag, and his loss of weight was measured both with and without the bag. In addition, his absorption of oxygen and output of carbon dioxide were determined. Lavoisier could then calculate the loss of weight due to each cause on the assumption that all the oxygen absorbed formed carbon dioxide or water. If oxidation took place in the circulatory system he was uncertain whether this assumption was justified, and regarded the results as provisional.
A second paper on transpiration published after Lavoisier's death deals specially with the moisture content of air as determining comfort conditions, as to which, he said, a thermometer reading may be quite m i s l e a d i n g (38) . The paper deals also with the purpose and design of clothing.
The trend of Lavoisier's thoughts at this time are shown by the programme drafted by him for the Academy Prize of 1 7 9 4 (3 9 ). His introduction deals with the problem of nutrition, the animalization, as he calls it, of vegetable and animal food. He points out the lack of knowledge of the changes that take place in the various stages of digestion, which had led the Academy to choose an investigation into the functions of the liver and bile as the subject of the Prize. A broad treatment was suggested, including the comparative anatomy of the liver and gall bladder, the chemical nature of the bile, and the pathology of the fiver. The investigations were to cover chemical researches, especially the new methods of organic analysis, Lavoisier's own invention. The programme was almost a forecast of some of the major developments in physiological chemistry in the nineteenth century.
Lavoisier was the first to submit the vital functions to an exact physico-chemical analysis. He laid the foundations of physiological chemistry. His investigations into the source of animal heat first disclosed the full significance of metabolism. If he had lived on, what contributions he might still have made! But it was not to be.
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P o l i t i c s a n d t h e r e v o l u t i o n
No Frenchman saw more clearly than Lavoisier the dangers that were gathering for France-the state of her finances, her outworn social structure with all its inequalities and injustice, and the selfishness of privilege with its lack of patriotism. No one had done more than Lavoisier to forecast the reforms that had to come, and when Necker in 1787 set up the Provincial Assemblies to replace the effete local Governors he saw a great opportunity. Chosen to represent the Third Estate at Orleans he was soon its outstanding figure. 'It is Lavoisier who does everything, enlivens everything, and is everywhere', said Leonce de Lavergne. We still have his memoranda-clear, practical, convincing, and amazingly modern in outlookon the state of agriculture, the freedom of commerce, old age insurance, savings banks, infant mortality, the need for a geological survey, and above all the reform of taxation on an equitable basis (40) . But privilege stood in the way and little was done.
The tide was running swiftly, and when the Estates General were summoned by the King in 1789 Lavoisier had fresh hopes. To his great disappointment he was only elected as a substitute deputy, but again he threw himself into the battle. He was a leading member of the Club of '89 which stood for constitutional monarchy. His memoir on the Territorial Wealth of France was ordered to be printed by the National Assembly (41) . It was an attempt to estimate the national income and its taxable capacity, a pioneer effort in statistics, made possible by the information Lavoisier had collected from every province through the organization of the Ferme.
Many of the reforms Lavoisier had foreseen were soon accomplished, but early in 1790 there is already an anxious note in a letter to Benjamin Franklin: (42) A pres vous av o ir e n tre te n u de ce qui se passe d an s la chim ie, ce serait bien le cas de vous p arler de n o tre rev o lu tio n p o litiq u e; nous la regardons com m e fa itte e t bien fa itte sans r e to u r ;. . . Les personnes m oderees e t qui o n t conserve leur sang-froid dans ce tte effervescence generale, p en sen t que les circonstances nous o n t en train es tro p l o i n .. .e t q u 'il est a craindre que l'etablissem en t de la nouvelle c o n stitu tio n n 'eprouve des obstacles de la p a r t de ceux m em es en fav eu r de qui elle a ete fa itte .. . .N ous re g retto n s bien dans ce m o m en t v o tre eloignem ent de F ra n c e ; vous auries ete n o tre guide e t vous nous auries m arq u e les bornes qui nous n 'aurions p as d u fran ch ir.
In almost the last of Lavoisier's scientific papers there was a strangely prophetic passage:
Faisons des vceux s u rto u t p o u r que l'enthousiasm e et l'exageration qui s 'e m p aren t si facilem ent des hom m es reunis en assem blies nom breuses, p o u r que les passions hum aines qui e n tra in e n t la m u ltitu d e si so u v en t co n tre son p ro p re in te re t, e t qui com prennent dans leur tourbillo n le sage e t le philosophe com m es les a u tres hom m es, ne ren v ersen t pas m i ouvrage en trep ris d an s si belles vues, e t ne d e tru ise n t p as l'esperance de la p atrie.
The violence Lavoisier feared came quickly. Members of the Club of '89 were marked men because of their moderation. He himself was attacked by Marat, whose ridiculous pamphlet, Traite du Feu, he had criticized. One by one he had to give up the offices which he had served so long and ably. In 1791 the administration of taxes was taken from the Ferme, and in 1792 he resigned from the Arsenal. Even the Academy was not safe. Lavoisier as its treasurer fought hard for its existence, but some of its own members turned against it, and it was suppressed in 1793.
Knowing the financial difficulties of France he offered his services in various capacities, but was refused. In 1792, however, the King wished to nominate him as Minister of the Public Funds, an office Lavoisier would have occupied so gladly in happier days. He knew it was too late, that he was suspect as a member of the old regime, and no politician. He refused, saying,£ je ne suis ni jacobin, ni feuillant '.
Lavoisier found another outlet for his activities in these difficult years. In 1791 the National Assembly had set up a Consultative Committee on Arts and Crafts to advise the government on various questions, including useful inventions.
Lavoisier, as usual, seems to have drafted all the reports, the most important of which was entirely his own (43) . It was on a system of public education, a subject to which he had given much thought, having started at his own expense a primary school at Villefrancoeur.
The report dealt with the general principles of education, and its national im portance. It proposed a scheme covering the whole field from the primary school to the Lycee. Under his plan all children at the age of six were to enter a primary school, and at eleven were to go on to an elementary school teaching either the arts or the arts and sciences. Finally, there were to be twelve lycees giving the highest form of public education with a wide choice of subjects. Lavoisier had an eye to practical subjects like hygiene, the weather and simple surveying. Country schools were to teach the elements of agriculture and town schools the elements of commerce.
Lavoisier is emphatic as to the importance of education in every walk of life.
Le m o t Industrie n 'exprim e p as to u jo u rs u n em ploi de forces, ni m em e d 'adresse, il exprim e le plus so u v en t u n em ploi des facultes de l 'e s p r it.. . . Le c u ltiv ateu r qui prospere le plus n 'est pas to u jo u rs celui qui est p h y siq u em en t le plus fo rt e t le plus a d ro it; c'est celui qui est le plus in tellig en t.. . .O rganisez l 'in stru c tio n pu b liq u e dans to u tes ses p a rtie s; donnez du m ouvem e n t au x a rts, au x sciences, a l'ind u strie, a u com m erce.
In 1791 the National Assembly had entrusted to the Academy the task of establishing a uniform system of weights and measures, a very necessary reform which resulted in the metric system. A commission was set up consisting of Borda, Lagrange, Laplace, Monge and Condorcet with Lavoisier as secretary and treasurer. The work was divided between various groups; Lavoisier and Haiiy were to determine the density of distilled water at zero temperature. Lavoisier was also responsible for the administration of the commission, which continued after the suppression of the Academy. It was his last scientific task (44) .
Meanwhile, in the general attack on the ancien regime, feeling was running high against the members of the Ferme, and in 1793 they were arrested on charges of maladministration. Lavoisier asked to be allowed to continue his work on the standards, and Haiiy and Borda pleaded for him in vain to the Convention, risking their own lives. All his wife's efforts, too, were unsuccessful.
When the charges against the Ferme were formulated, it was Lavoisier who drew up their defence (45) . He gave a masterly review of their financial transactions, showing that they had done their work efficiently and without undue profit to themselves. But it was the height of the Terror, the trial was a mockery of justice, and Lavoisier and twenty-seven of his colleagues were guillotined a few hours later. Lavoisier followed his father-in-law, Paulze, to the scaffold, and met death with the courage and philosophy of his generation.
Thus died this great Frenchman in his fifty-first year at the height of his achieve ments. The loss to France and to the world was immeasurable. The Terror had nearly run its course; within a few years came reconstruction, when under Napoleon science once more came into its own. What a contribution Lavoisier might have made to the Industrial Revolution in France, with his vision of her needs, his imaginative use of science in industry, agriculture and hygiene, and his administra tive skill and experience.
If in the fields of politics and economics he was cut off before his work came to fruition, he had foreseen the changes soon to come in industry, in social legislation and in education. His eloquence and writings must have left their mark on the minds of those who were to remake France.
In science it was otherwise. There his work was done with almost incredible effectiveness and speed. No other revolution in scientific thought has ever been so complete, so swift, or has done so much to clear men's minds of the cobwebs of centuries. He quickened the advance of science over its whole front. Not only chemists, but workers in physics, biology, medicine and agriculture'were given for the first time a clear view of the various forms of matter we call elements, and of the distinction between chemical and physical changes. Lavoisier put new and potent weapons into their hands, just when they were needed for science to play its full part in the nineteenth century. Compare the clear-cut vision of Lavoisier's great treatise, based on quantitative measurement, on the methods of analysis and synthesis, and on the notion of the chemical equation, with the confused picture of chemistry in Macquer's textbook, with no general conception but the theory of phlogiston. It was no wonder that progress was quickened. Dalton's atomic theory, Davy's discovery of the alkali metals, his recognition of the halogens as elements, and the massive contributions of Berzelius followed swiftly, completing the picture and giving chemistry its modern form.
It was, indeed, a revolution, and I have tried to show how Lavoisier fo' ught the battle for the New Chemistry almost single-handed, for he had no school, with many other preoccupations in one of the busiest of lives. He was fortunate in his great contemporaries, Black, Priestley and Cavendish, who so often gave him the clue he was searching for, but he alone saw the significance of their discoveries.
What was the secret of his greatness ? Lavoisier was above all things a reformer with an intense desire to improve everything he saw around him, whether it was the confused state of chemistry, the system of taxation, the lot of the peasant, the making of gunpowder or the methods of agriculture. He had the logical systematic mind of his countrymen, joined with great constructive power and a creative urge. Burning curiosity made him a born researcher. Every problem was to him a challenge for research and experiment, and for him research meant measurement, the method of modern science. He had an essentially modern outlook. He was not bound by tradition or authority. He looked his problems squarely in the face, and judged them on evidence with the shrewd common sense he showed as a man of affairs.
Lavoisier's great strength was his realism. He saw each problem in its smallest details; and no one examined them with greater care, for he was a great experi menter ; but he also had great vision and saw his problems in their widest implica tions. He gave his visions quantitative form, in chemistry with the balance, in finance with statistics. He applied to any practical problem the same analysis and measurement that he used in the laboratory. It is often said that scientists are too remote from real life. Lavoisier is the outstanding example of the value of the laboratory mind in action. That is his lesson for us to-day.
I a m g re a tly in d eb ted to previous biographers of Lavoisier, a n d especially to th e late Professor A. N. M eldrum for his scholarly researches on L avoisier's early w ork. I have to th a n k also m y secretary , Miss Jo sep h in e W asse, w ith o u t whose never-failing help th e p re p a ra tio n of th is lectu re d u rin g w artim e w ould have been im possible.
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Sir Harold Hartley A critical stu d y and dem onstration of th e distribution of yolk globules and of pigm ent granules in norm al developm ent of th e axolotl shows th a t these cell inclusions can be regarded as infallible evidence of th e origin of cells from endo-m esoderm or from ectoderm layers of th e em bryo respectively. I t is dem onstrated th a t ectoderm al cells of th e neural crest differentiate into th e cartilages of th e visceral arches, into odontoblasts, and it is m ore th a n probable th a t th e y differentiate into osteoblasts of derm al bones. I t is fu rth er d em onstrated th a t th e enam el organs of the te e th can be form ed from th e ectoderm al cells of th e stom odaeal collar, from the endoderm al cells of th e gut wall, or from both.
The germ -layer theory is exam ined as regards its theoretical im plications in connexion w ith th e homology of structures in th e ad u lt and the presum ptive organ-form ing regions of th e early em bryo. I t is found th a t there is no invariable correlation betw een th e germ layers and either th e presum ptive organ-form ing regions or th e form ed structures. I t follows th a t th e germ layers are n o t determ inants of differentiation in developm ent, b u t em bryonic structures which resemble one another closely in different forms although th e y m ay contain m aterials differing in origin and in fate. The germ -layer theory in its classical form m u st therefore be abandoned.
I n t r o d u c t i o n
The differentiation of neural crest cells into visceral cartilage in vertebrates is a question which occupies a very peculiar position in zoology. It has been claimed as a fact by some workers from their studies of the normal development, and denied by others. Experiments using the methods of intra-vitam staining techniques, extirpation and transplantation have yielded results which point unequivocally to the truth of this statement and can be interpreted in no other way. But there has
